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LEBANON CEDAR AT PAINSHILL
LEBANON CEDAR AT STRATHFIELDSAVE
LEBANON CEDAR AT STRATTON STROWLESS
CEDAR AVENUE AT DROPMORE

Plate 135
ALGERIAN CEDARS AT TÉNIET EL HÁAD
ALGERIAN, CEDAR AT ASHAMPSTEAD
ALGERIAN CEDAR AT FOTA
DEODARS IN THE HIMALAYA
LIBOCEDRUS CHILENSIS IN CHILE
LIBOCEDRUS DECURRENS AT FROGMORE
CUNNINGHAMIA SINENSIS AT BAGSHOT PARK
NYSSA AT STRATHFIELDSAYE
SASSAFRAS AT CLAREMONT
HORNBEAM AT CORNBURY PARK
HORNBEAM AT EASTON LODGE

Plate 150.
HORNBEAM AT GORDON CASTLE
TASMANIAN BEECH AT FOTA
EVERGREEN BEECH AT BICTON
BEECH FOREST IN CHILE

PLATE 156.
PLATE 158.

ARBUTUS HYBRIDA AT SEDBURY PARK
SCOTS PINE AVENUE AT CARCLEW
SCOTS PINE AT BRAMSHILL
SCOTS PINE AT INVERARAY CASTLE
SCOTS PINE AT GORDON CASTLE
Plate 165.

SCOTS PINE AT LOCH MORLICH
SCOTS PINE AT ABERNETHY
SCOTs PINE AT ABERNETHY
SCOTS PINE AT BALLOCHBUIE
HICKORY AT BUTE HOUSE

Plate 170.
HICKORY AT KEW

Plate 172.
Carya Alba at Brocklesby Park

Plate 173.
ORIENTAL PLANE AT ELY
RED MAPLE AT BAGSHOT PARK
LONDON PLANE AT ALBURY

Plate 178.
SYCAMORE AT NEWBATTLE

Plate 180.
SYCAMORE AT DRUMLANRIG
SYCAMORE AT CASTLE MENZIES
SYCAMORE IN SWITZERLAND

Plate 183.
NORWAY MAPLE AT PARK PLACE
NORWAY MAPLE AT COLESBORNE

Plate 188.
ITALIAN MAPLE AT HARGHAM
RED MAPLE AT WHITTON
WESTERN MAPLE IN AMERICA
REDWOOD AT CLAREMONT
WELLINGTONIA AT FONTHILL
WELLINGTONIA AT ASTON CLINTON
WELLINGTON AVENUE NEAR WELLINGTON COLLEGE
NYSSA, DIOSPYROS, SASSAFRAS, AND LIQUIDAMBAR.
CASTANEA, LIQUIDAMBAR, DIOSPYSROS, NYSSA, AND SASSAFRAS.
Carpinus and Ostrya.
CARYA

1. alba.
2. porcina.
3. tomentosa.
4. sulcata.
5. amara.
6. olivaeformis.
PLATANUS, CATALPA, AND LIRIODENDRON.
PLATE 206.
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talari
Haiti, del.
PLATE 207

ACER.